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Each day, most real estate professionals access ‘Plat Maps.’ The need for these maps varies for each property, and
each circumstance. In Ticor’s effort to make things easy for clients, we thought you could use some ‘Pointers’ about
working with Plat Maps!
1.Access - Access is simply how someone can physically reach the property. We have a sample for you here, where
you can see that ‘Access’ is shown on map, by A. City or county road, B. Private driveway (flagpole lot), C. Shared
driveway with common ownership, D. Shared driveway with easement, and E. Private road.
2. Views – Ticor usually provides a ‘Close –up’ view of the lot, along with a larger view. Viewing the larger view will
help you identify important points, such as where your lot is located, in relation to a major thoroughfare, or greenbelt.
3. Dimensions – These are usually given for the lot as shown, but there can be variances. On our sample map, the
Dimensions for our subject project are approximately 165 X 82.5. But, what if no Dimensions are showing? Places to
check further for ‘Dimensions,’ are always available thru Ticor Property Info (hyperlink). For example, Ticor Property
Info Specialists can give you a copy of the ‘Face of the Plat’ if available; or can provide approximate dimensions with
a map measuring tool.
4. Unplatted, or Platted Property - Platted Property is created by the developer recording a plat. Unplatted parcels
are not in a recorded subdivision. Platted land often has “lot and block” legal descriptions, and unplatted usually has
“metes and bounds” legals. Of course, there are exceptions to every rule! For platted parcels, we can look at the face
of the plat for a wealth of information about the lot and its surroundings.
5. Location of Lot – As it relates to a block, always useful to know. We’ll
address this more in a future article. In the meantime, it is always wise to
check where your subject property ‘sits’ on a block, based on what you’ve
seen, vs. what is showing on your Plat Map. Are these different? If so, it’s
time to ask for some help from Ticor! You can also compare the lot size to
the acreage or lot square feet given on the property profile.
6. Troubleshooting Plat Maps – Don’t assume boundary lines, based on
what is showing on a Plat Map. While Plat Maps can give a good idea as do
the location of these lines, the only definitive way to know exact boundary
lines is thru a survey.
Our Property Information Specialists are at your service! Contact them
today!
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Click the letters on the map to see various types of access.
Access - Access is simply how someone can physically reach the property. We have a sample for you
here, where you can see that ‘Access’ is shown on map, by A. City or county road, B. Private driveway
(flagpole lot), C. Shared driveway with common ownership, D. Shared driveway with easement, and E.
Private road.
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